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So I have been playing Dreadnought on PS4 since closed beta. I've seen the changes and been there through the ups and downs.
The game was great, though it is and was a grind. There's just something about flying a battleship-cruiser like spaceship into
battle! It is still in development since launching on steam, and I can't wait to see where it goes from here. I love the music and
sounds of the game.. So normally I dont write reviews, but this. this I could not just let go and ignore. I have played dreadnought
for well over a year before the steam release and all the while my biggest praise, besides the beta gameplay iteself, was the betas
fantastic soundtrack. The dreadnoughts and destroyers slugging it out, the artialry ships bombarding, the the short intense knife
fight of a corvete duel, the strugle to survive as a tactical cruiser; it was all perfectly evoked in the beta soundtrack. I loved it,
and when I heard the soundtrack was comeing out in the steam release I was excited, cuz I wanted to buy it and listen to it while
not in game. Well this isnt the beta anymore, this is the official steam release and all that beutifull music? gone. Its not in the
game anymore. If you wanted the beta soundtrack to listen too, this is not it. I myself will keep looking for how to get it back,
hopefully they will revert to the beta soundtrack, but Im not going to hold my breath for something that will never happen. If
you really do like the "soundtrack" (im loathing to even call it that) from the steam dreadnought release, well this is it. When I
first got into a match on steam, the first thing that absolutly slaped me in the face was the stark lack of the beta soundtrack.
Gone was the grandiose and bombastic capitol ship battle music, replaced with. what I'm 100% certain is just one long
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continuous melancholic track cut into peices labbeld as a "soundtrack". but hey im "just too cynical" you'll say. Well I bought
this in the hope that this WAS the beta soundtrack, after all its got 8 songs in it and the current steam relese of dreadnought only
has like 2-4 MAX and boy howdy was I ever wrong. This is indeed the steam release dreadnought soundtrack, I've listend to all
of it and.how are there 8 songs!?!!?, each sounds almost excatly like the last. its whats in the game right now, and it is awefull.
IF I didnt think this was such a terrible joke, I'd dare you to buy it, listen to it, and tell me this isnt one long continuous track cut
into peices, But at just two dollars, its not even worth the chuckle youd get when you truely realise thats all this is. Shamefull, I
am utterly disapointed, not just in the fact this isnt what I was hopeing it was, but also that they ripped out the stellar soundtrack
they alredy had, and reaplced it with "this". TL:DR this isnt the beta Dn soundtrack, this is the steam release Dn soundtrack.
Beta Dn soundtrack was great, this is not. The only good thing to come out of buying this was the fact that I can confrim this is
not the beta soundtrack, and that I can warn you about this.. So I have been playing Dreadnought on PS4 since closed beta. I've
seen the changes and been there through the ups and downs. The game was great, though it is and was a grind. There's just
something about flying a battleship-cruiser like spaceship into battle! It is still in development since launching on steam, and I
can't wait to see where it goes from here. I love the music and sounds of the game.. So normally I dont write reviews, but this.
this I could not just let go and ignore. I have played dreadnought for well over a year before the steam release and all the while
my biggest praise, besides the beta gameplay iteself, was the betas fantastic soundtrack. The dreadnoughts and destroyers
slugging it out, the artialry ships bombarding, the the short intense knife fight of a corvete duel, the strugle to survive as a
tactical cruiser; it was all perfectly evoked in the beta soundtrack. I loved it, and when I heard the soundtrack was comeing out
in the steam release I was excited, cuz I wanted to buy it and listen to it while not in game. Well this isnt the beta anymore, this
is the official steam release and all that beutifull music? gone. Its not in the game anymore. If you wanted the beta soundtrack to
listen too, this is not it. I myself will keep looking for how to get it back, hopefully they will revert to the beta soundtrack, but
Im not going to hold my breath for something that will never happen. If you really do like the "soundtrack" (im loathing to even
call it that) from the steam dreadnought release, well this is it. When I first got into a match on steam, the first thing that
absolutly slaped me in the face was the stark lack of the beta soundtrack. Gone was the grandiose and bombastic capitol ship
battle music, replaced with. what I'm 100% certain is just one long continuous melancholic track cut into peices labbeld as a
"soundtrack". but hey im "just too cynical" you'll say. Well I bought this in the hope that this WAS the beta soundtrack, after all
its got 8 songs in it and the current steam relese of dreadnought only has like 2-4 MAX and boy howdy was I ever wrong. This is
indeed the steam release dreadnought soundtrack, I've listend to all of it and.how are there 8 songs!?!!?, each sounds almost
excatly like the last. its whats in the game right now, and it is awefull. IF I didnt think this was such a terrible joke, I'd dare you
to buy it, listen to it, and tell me this isnt one long continuous track cut into peices, But at just two dollars, its not even worth the
chuckle youd get when you truely realise thats all this is. Shamefull, I am utterly disapointed, not just in the fact this isnt what I
was hopeing it was, but also that they ripped out the stellar soundtrack they alredy had, and reaplced it with "this". TL:DR this
isnt the beta Dn soundtrack, this is the steam release Dn soundtrack. Beta Dn soundtrack was great, this is not. The only good
thing to come out of buying this was the fact that I can confrim this is not the beta soundtrack, and that I can warn you about
this.
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